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By University Director of Cultural Affairs and Performing Arts Nick Catalano

Aegeon Press, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****./ In his book A New Yorker at Sea (ISBN
0615556965), Nick Catalano tells the story of a city guy from New York who takes a trip through the
Middle East and the Mediterranean partaking in life threatening situations to satisfy his sense of
adventure. Joe Pisano is a college professor and sailor who is accompanied by his mates, Roger and
Dick, on a journey on their yacht Bravura. The crew encounters a series of problems including
corrupt law officials, pirates and huge ominous oil tankers. They also encounter Mother Nature,
herself, as they battle severe sea conditions on a vessel with repetitive engine problems. During
one stretch, Joe searches for food, water and supplies in war-battered Egyptian villages along their
route, constantly finding himself in horrible situations. He is constantly battling his desire to be
home while attempting to keep his insecurities as a sailor at bay. His only fuel to keep his strength
is his romantic fascination to be another Odysseus. But Joe soon realizes that throughout
everything he, and his crew, has encountered the...
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The publication is not difficult in study preferable to fully grasp. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at period of time. I found out this pdf from my dad
and i advised this ebook to find out.
-- Fabiola Hilpert-- Fabiola Hilpert

The book is simple in read through better to fully grasp. It is rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. I discovered this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this book to find out.
-- Dr. Dillon Monahan-- Dr. Dillon Monahan
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